Saying Good-Bye
to Fear
How to overcome fear when skiing
Fear can hold you back from enjoying your skiing. How do you
gain the freedom to learn to ski steeps, bumps, trees, and maybe
even just learn to ski the blue runs in a relaxed and happy way?
It’s a beautiful winter’s
morning. The crisp air tickles
your nose. Snow crystals
sparkle on pine boughs, as if
delighting in the caress of
the warm rays raining down
from a deep blue sky. It’s
one of those wondrous days
that so clearly define why
you love this sport. Skiing
your favorite run on a perfect
carpet of white, you feel at
one with the mountain, your
skis sliding effortlessly over
the snow as they blaze a
perfect path down the trail.
With a sense of
euphoria engulfing
you, you venture out,
anxious to revel in new
terrain. You find ankle
deep powder, a gift
from the night, and
float down the
mountain as though
weightless in flight.
Small bumps and wide
trees come up on your
path, and you slide in
amongst them like
friends from the past.
Peace and fulfilment
permeate your soul,
and you imagine
nothing better could possibly be.
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But then, as if rudely awakened from a glorious
dream, the spell is broken. Peeking over the edge
of an old nemesis trail, you find a wind blown steep
screaming treacherous intent. Those sparkling
crystals that looked so beautiful in the morning
trees have found new life in what appears to be a
deadly sheet of ice just daring you to step afoot.
Your focus locks on the bottom of this terrifying
face, which seems thousands of feet below, and
your mind pictures a bone crushing tumble all the
way down.
As you gaze in terror, you feel your limbs stiffen
with fear. A thought echos in you head, “just go,
you can ski this”, but the more you contemplate
pushing off, the more desperate your anxiety grows, and the more you body
turns rigid. The euphoria that filled your morning is gone, suddenly replaced
by a panic driven desire to take off your skis and crawl to the safety of the
lodge.
How did this happen? Where
did this debilitating fear so
suddenly come from? Fear is
a natural human response to
perceived danger. It’s
healthy, it keeps us alive.
Skiing by its very nature is a
sport that tests the
boundaries between thrill
and terror. It’s the very
thing that draws us to it.
Sliding down a mountainside
on nothing but a pair of
slippery planks provides a
rush of adrenalin that many find to be addictive fun. A little taste of fear that
heightens our senses, and funnels our attention to the wind in our face and the
trees streaking by.
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Yes, in small doses the fear is fun, it’s
what keeps us coming back to the
slopes. But everyone has a threshold
where the level of fear present
overwhelms the fun. Where that
threshold lies differs between individuals.
Some have a very large tolerance for
danger, they seek it out. Others enjoy
their thrills in moderation. They hold
health and survival in tall regard.
These individual personality traits come
quite well intact. There’s not much that can be done to transform a cautious
Carl into an extreme sports adrenalin junky. But that’s perfectly OK. There’s
actually a lot to be said for the wisdom of prudence. Pushing through fear can
actually take you into dangerous situations. The mind is often quite adept at
accurately determining what the body is equipped to deal with, and what it’s
not. Disregarding its advice can subject one to challenges they don’t have the
skills to cope with. Way too often injuries arise when a companion prompts a
friend to ski on terrain where they don’t belong, or at speeds they’re not ready
for. Even when injury is avoided, pushing through the fear often results in a
terrifying experience that simply intensifies that fear in the mind of the skier,
making the thought of tackling that terrain or that speed again seem even
more intimidating.
So what to do? If pushing though the fear
doesn’t work, how will you ever overcome
it? How will you transcend the anxiety that
currently bars you from experiencing the
expert terrain and higher speeds that some
skiers seem to enjoy so much? There is a
way, and it doesn’t require you to raise your
tolerance for danger, or subject yourself to
undue risk. Rather, it allows you to temper
your fear by confronting the problem from a
different angle.
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Fear erupts when the mind senses the body is
ill equipped to handle the challenge that lies
before it. The problem is easily resolved by
simply arming the body with a better set of
tools for the job. By building your skills you
expand your abilities to ski more difficult
terrain. Suddenly, what the mind considered
dangerous, it now knows the body has the
ability to handle, so it relaxes. Thresholds of
what once was considered intimidating,
elevate. That steep slope that always appeared to be a cliff to you
mysteriously seems more gentle of pitch. Speeds that once seemed deadly
now feel surprisingly tame.
Sure, I hear you, “that all sounds great, magical even, but is it reality? Can
we really experience such a monumental transformation in our perception of
what constitutes danger”? You bet!
We all have what I call a comfort zone. If traveling under a certain speed, on
a certain type of terrain, and in a particular state of balance we feel
comfortable. We know we have the capability to turn or slow down as needed,
so we feel secure. But that fleeting sense of security can quickly fade. If
something jars us outside the limited parameters of our current comfort zone,
our ability to control our descent down the mountain is suddenly compromised.
Even our ability to remain standing comes into question. We instinctively fear
being jostled out of our personal comfort zone, so our mind strives to avoid
situations that it knows from experience it’s likely to happen. That could
include steeper terrain, ice, moguls, and various forms of non-groomed snow.
The answer is to expand your comfort
zone. If you only feel comfortable
when center balanced on your skis,
change that. Learn to ski confidently
whether balanced fore, center or aft,
on your inside or outside ski. Learn to
move back and forth from one balance
state to another, at any moment you
choose. Just developing those new
balance skills will dramatically expand
the size of your comfort zone, and
cause your confidence to soar.
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Suddenly you’ll be skiing with the self assurance of knowing no matter what
state of balance the terrain may thrust you into, you can handle it. A long held
fear just fades away.
Learning how to use turn
shape to manage your speed is
another powerful tool. How
sharply you turn, and how
long you keep turning, has
significant influence on how
fast you travel down the
mountain. And when turn
shape alone does not provide
all the speed control you
desire, learning to govern how
much skid you inject into your
turns completes the package.
With the added capability to
manage your skid you’ll have
the ability to ski any trail, with
any turn shape, at any speed you find comfortable. You’ll be able to speed up
or slow down at any moment you like.
Just knowing you have these
new skills sets the mind at
ease. Speed becomes less
intimidating because you
know you can bleed some off
at any moment you choose.
If the terrain ejects you from
your preferred state of
balance, it’s of little
consequence, because you
have the skills to ski
comfortably in that altered
balance state. And if a quick
change of direction is called
for, you know you have the
turn shape and edging skills
you need to execute it.
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These new skills are learned and
accumulated block by block, on easy
terrain, in a non intimidating manner.
There’s no need to confront your fears or
push your panic threshold. Each new
skill you learn simply serves to elevate
the point at which that threshold is
encountered. Without ever having to
approach your threshold, you build your
skills and gradually find more and more
advanced skiing situations enjoyable.
Suddenly one day it dawns on you that
you’re skiing much faster than you ever
did before, on steeper terrain than you dared to in the past, and are
thoroughly enjoying the experience.
Yes, there is a very pleasant
formula for saying goodbye to
your current fears, and contrary
to what many think it’s a
pleasant journey. The Building
Blocks Instructional Series
teaches all the skills you need to
make it happen. With those
skills developed, the fears that
have imposed limits on your
experiences on snow fade away,
and a window opens to a new
understanding of what skiing can
be.
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